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Ionization of low-Rydberg-state He atoms by polar molecules. II. Large rotational-energy
transfers and absolute values of the cross sections
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The absolute values of cross sections for the collisional ionization of low-Rydberg-state He atoms
in the n 'I' state (n= 14) by the polar molecules NH3, SO» and acetone (C3H60) are measured in a
crossed-beam experiment at thermal kinetic energies, for a well-defined relative velocity. Simultane-
ous Penning ionization of NH, by metastable He(2 S) atoms is carried out in situ for calibration.
Experimental collisional-ionization cross sections 0', " '(u„), for u„=2400 m/s, as large as 9X 10
cm for NH3, 5)&10 "cm for SO» and 10 ' cm for C3H60 at 300 K, are obtained. These large
cross sections cannot be explained by the "free-electron model" usually used in Rydberg-
atom —molecule collisions: This model predicts no ionization of Rydberg levels as low as n=14,
since the amount of energy available from rotational b,J= —1 5K=0 relaxation transitions of the
molecule is insufficient. Our hypothesis of large

l
b,J

l
rotational transitions is strengthened by

comparison of the results for the three studied molecules.

I. INTRODUCTION

with M=NH3, SO2, and acetone (C3HsO) and n =14,
are needed to clarify the conditions of applicability of the
impulse approximation in such collisions, ' which is the
starting point of the free-electron model. This approxi-
mation, to be acceptable, requires several conditions to be
satisfied, in particular on the characteristic interaction
distances between the molecular target M and either the
excited electron e in A '(r, M ) or the core A +(r„+I )

fe ~ ((t1IUn~ f + M ((t1IUt

where t„ is the characteristic time of the e-3 interac-
tion, i.e., the period of the Rydberg electron, v„ is the
electron velocity on its orbit, and v„ is the relative veloci-
ty of A ' and M (here A =He).

In our first experiment on collisional ionization of
He(n 'P) excited in low Rydberg states (14&n &16) by
NH3,

He*(nl )+NH3( J,K)~He++NH3( J',E')+e,
we could only explain our large ionization signal by as-
suming that the molecules undergo large rotational relax-
ation transitions EE„ot with

~E...=E„~ E, tt )
I Ent I— (3)

in order to ionize the helium atom [for He(14'P),
l E„t l

=558.8 cm ']. The amounts of rotational energy
involved are larger than those delivered in the

l
hJ

l
=1,

AK =0 rotational transitions which are usually con-

Absolute values for the ionization cross sections in
low-Rydberg-state atom-molecule collisions

He(n 'P)+M(J)~He++M(J')+e,

sidered in such Rydberg-atom —polar-molecule collisions
(for NH3 at 300 K, typically 100 cm ' at the maximum
of the rotational distribution). In order to test our hy-
pothesis, we first improved our measurement method in
order to avoid the constraints of certain experimental pa-
rameters, and secondly extended these measurements to
molecules having different sets of dipole moments and ro-
tational constants such as NH3, SO2, and acetone
(C3HsO).

II. EXPERIMENT

Measurement of the absolute values of the cross sec-
tions o; was achieved by measuring the He+ ion signal
produced in collisions [termed collisional ionization (CI}]

He(n 'P }+NH3(J,K)~He++NH3(J', K')+e (4)

or

He(n 'P)+SO2(J, K)~He++SO2(J', E')+e
or

He(n 'P) +C H3sO(J, K)~He ++CH3sO( J'K') +e

by comparison with ions produced in Penning ionization
(PI) of NH3 by metastable atoms,

He(2 S)+NH3~He+NH3++NH ++NH++e, (5)

the cross section of which is well known. The measure-
ments were made for a target gas density suSciently low
to be sure of avoiding multicollisions while the ion signal
was still strong. ' The pressures, measured upstream from
the multicapillary array, are P=0.03 Torr for NH3 and
C3H60 and P =0.04 Torr for SO&. Inside the interaction
zone, the pressure is several orders of magnitude smaller.

The experimental setup is similar to that used in Ref. 1.
However, this time, the time-of-flight (TOF} technique is
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where IBG is the background signal, k is the collection
efficiency of our experimental system, including the col-
lection coefficient and the mass analyzer transmission, 0
is the solid angle of fluorescence detection, R is the 50.6-
nm photon detection efficiency, T,4p is the lifetime of the
He' atoms (0. 16329 ps), p the total density of target
molecules in the interaction region, U the He* velocity,
and cr',"g'(v) the effective experimental ionization cross
section.

(ii) The PI ion signal per second is given by

Np~:k'po p~P (2 S)V2 (7)

since, in this case, the metastable atoms, due to their long
lifetime, cross the whole target volume with the result
that the fiux P is constant over this volume. The con-
stant k' represents the same collection efficiency as
defined above but this time for Penning ions (masses 17,
16, and 15 for NH3+, NH2+, and NH+), V2 is the meta-
stable He-NH3 interaction volume, and o.i,&

is the Pen-
ning ionization cross section; PI is performed only on
triplet metastable states He(2 S) by using a 2 'S quench-
ing lamp with a 99% efficiency.

From the ratio of formulas (6) and (7), we deduce the
ratio of the absolute values of o',sp' and o p, :

not used, but a mechanical velocity selector has been add-
ed for the reason described hereunder. It is observed on
the TOF spectrum of Penning ions that a small NH3+
photoion signal exists. These photoions are produced by
ionization of NH3 by the uv light issued from the meta-
stable source. This photoion peak is located right at the
beginning of the time-of-flight spectrum, delayed only by
the transit time of such ions in the quadrupole mass spec-
trometer. The movable mechanical velocity selector,
with a 10% velocity resolution, is therefore set up on the
metastable He beam for all the measurements made in
the present work; it is used to prevent a photoion contri-
bution to the NH3 signal. The velocity U in this experi-
ment is chosen close to the most probable velocity in the
He' beam, such that v„=2400 m/s.

The two kinds of ions, He+ and (NH3++ NH2+
+NH+), produced in CI and PI, respectively [reactions
(4) and (5)], are measured in situ using the laser on [CI
with He(14 'P )] and off [PI with He(2 S)]. Simultane-
ously with the He+ ion measurement, the fluorescence
signal 14'P~1'S is measured in order to remove the
constraints related to the excitation efficiency parameter
used in Ref. 2 to deduce the cross-section absolute values.
The following two signals are recorded.

(i) The collisional-ionization signal produced in
He(14'P)+NH3, related to a one-fluorescence-photon
emission, given by the ratio of the ion signal to the
fiuorescence signal [see formula (8) in Ref. 1], is equal to

ex t k'RQV~n (2 S)
k 4'Ti4pN pi

BG p BG p=O

(8)

All the terms are replaced by their numerical values. The
ratio k'/k is reduced to the ratio of the mass-
spectrometer transmissions which are inversely propor-
tional to the square root of the ion mass; then
k'/k=( —,', )', 0/4m=0. 021, R =0.13, and V2

——0.028
cm . The density of metastable He(2 S) atoms n was
measured on this setup and reached 300+100 cm tak-
ing the velocity selector transmission into account.

III. RESULTS

The effective ionization cross section u', ttp'(v) is related
to the experimental ionization cross section cr', " '(v„) as
previously for v„=2400 m/s, the difference between the
two cross sections, calculated as in our previous work, is
observed to be negligible because of the greater weight of
the three studied molecules as compared with that of He,
except for the lightest molecule NH3 and only at low ve-
locity v &2500 m/s; even in this case, the difference
remains slight. The experimental 0';"p'(v„) cross section
is relevant to the total density p of the target NH3, SO2,
or C3H60 molecules.

We postulated large relaxation transitions of several
quanta of rotational energy

~

b J & 1 for the NH3 mole-
cule in order to explain our experimental observations. It
is a fact that the rotational transition AE„, must be
larger than the ionization energy of our Rydberg atoms
He'(l4'P) [for He(14'P),

~ E„t ~

=558.8 cm '] and
must therefore satisfy the condition (3); we concluded
that only that fraction of NH3 molecules, for which the
condition J&8 is satisfied, is effective. Therefore the
measured cross section a';"p'(v„) is related to the ioniza-
tion cross section o;(v„;J)by

cr;'"P'(v„) = g o;(v„;J)p(J),
mm

(9)

resulting from relaxation of molecules of given rotational
quantum number J, and p(J) is the population of mole-
cules having a rotational quantum number J. Formula
(9) can be written

cr', "P'(v„)= g o;(v„;J)p(J),
J=0

(10)

since o;(v„;J) is taken as equal to zero for 0(J &J
when the energy balance given by inequality (3) is not
satisfied. We define an average ionization cross section
o;(v„) by

where J;„is the minimum J value for which the ioniza-
tion of He(n P) is possible, cr;(v„,J) is the ionization
cross section for the elementary process

He( 14 'P )+NH3( J)~He+ +NH3( J~J')+ e
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o;(u„)=o;""(u„)/p,

where p is the fraction of target molecules available for
the reaction

find 74, 84, 94, and 50)(10 " cm s ' in Refs. 6, 7, 8,
and 9, respectively, from which can be extracted the cross
sections equal to 53, 60, 67, and 36&10 ' cm, respec-
tively. Keeping that of Schrneltekopf and Fehsenfeld as
in our previous paper, we obtain

p= g p(J) .
min

(12) 0'" '=9+4&(10 ' cm (14)

This average cross section o, (u„) is a good estimation of
cr;(u„;J) if the latter varies slowly with J in the

J,„&J & ao region. The cross section cr, (u„) will always
be larger than o';"~'(u„) since p & 1 ( for NH3 for instance,

J,„=8 and p =0. 17; see below).

A. Data with NH3

1. Experimental ionization cross section n;'" '

at u„=2400 m/s. Any error hop, in op, would be
reflected in the o';""' value, presented here for NH3, by
the additional term + l. Sb,o pi in (14).

2. Ionization cross section o;

The NH3 molecule in a symmetric-top molecule; in this
case, two of the three principal moments of inertia are ex-
actly equal, I„=I~; IC is larger than I~ (then C&B),
and this leads to an oblate shape. The rotational-energy
levels are defined by'

Inserting the experimental data into formula (8}, we
obtain for NH3 EJ Ir BJ(J+——1)+(C—B)K (15)

o', "~'=( l. 5+0.6)o'pi . (13)

Several experimental values of the quenching rate con-
stants of He(2 S) by NH3 are given in the literature; we

I

The values of the rotational constants A, B, and C are
given in Table I.

The rotational distribution at a given temperature T is
calculated by'

oo J
fj——gzx exp( EJ+/kT—) g g (2J+1)exp( Ejx/kT—),

J =OK= —J
(16}

where gJ x ——2(2J+1) for I(.'+0 and 2J+1 for K =0, as
shown on Fig. 1. Using formula (15), it is possible to
deduce the lowest rotational level J from which the
largest possible transition (i.e., to the ground state J =0
K =0) satisfies condition (3); this gives the fraction of the
rotational level distribution allowing ionization of He*.
We find J;„=8,from which a

~

4J
~

=5 to 8 transition
satisfies (3); rotational transitions with smaller

~

b,J
~

be-
come efficient from higher levels; they are noted on Table
II. To obtain the right amount of energy with a
AJ = —1, hK =0 transition, the latter should originate in
J &30; the population of such levels is 10 ' at 300 K,
that is to say, no ionization signal can be seen. Under
these conditions, p given by formula (12) indicates that

only 17% of the target molecules are efficient for ioniza-
tion of the present Rydberg atom. Inserting p =0.17 in
formula (11),we obtain

cr, =(5+2)X 10 ' cm (17)

It is worth noting that the reference cross section o p& is
not exactly the PI cross section of NH3 by He(2 S) but
the quenching cross section of He(2 S ) by NH3 which is

just the upper limit for the PI cross section, and that it is
averaged over the velocity distribution of the reactants
since it is deduced from a rate constant. Any error ho p,
in 0 p& would be reflected in the 0.

, value by the additional
term +96,o pi in (17).

TABLE I. Dipole moment D and rotational constants of the molecules studied in the present experi-
ment.

NH3
SO2
C3H60
CO
NO
02
C4H6

'Reference 23.
Reference 22.

'Reference 24.

D (debye)

1 47'
1.59'
2.89'
0.112'
0.07—0. 16'
0.0'
0.0'

A (cm ')

9 4443
2.027 36
0.33907

B (cm ')

9 ggg3b

0 344 1'7"

0.28404'

C (cm ')

6.196b

0.293 535
0.163 78b
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o;" '=(5+2)X10 "cm' (19)

0
o

15L—
NH3—- —50'

---—C3H60

{300 Kj

at v„=2400 m/s. As for NH3, any error hop, would be
reflected in the o';" ' value by the additional term +160.

pg

in (19).

C)
k—

10-
CL
C3
CL

K
4J 5.

r~ L

. .~.~J
10 20 30 40 50 60 70

2. Ionization cross section cr;

b =(B—C)/[ 3 —
—,'(B +C)], (20)

While the NH3 molecule is an exact symmetric-top
molecule, SO2 is an asymmetric-top molecule with three
different principal moments of inertia. However, two of
them, I~ and I&, are nearly equal and much larger than
the third one I„. The rotational constants A, B, and C,
inversely proportional to I„, Iz, and IC, are shown in
Table I: we see that the difference 8 —C is very small
( =0.05 cm ') and A »B and C by one order of magni-
tude. When we calculate the parameter b given by'

ROTATIONAL Q.UANTUM NUMBER J

FIG. 1. Rotational distribution of the molecules studied in
the present experiment. The shaded area represents the part p
of this distribution where the molecules have a rotational num-
ber J &J,„and thus suScient rotational energy for ionization
of He(14'P) in large

~

bJ
~

transitions: J,„=g, 42, and 46,
and p =0.17, 0.07, and 0.15 for NH3 SO2, and C3H60, respec-
tively.

B. Data vvith SO&

l. Experimental ionization cross section o';" '

The absolute value of o', "~' in the case of SO2 is derived
by comparison with o';" ' for NH3, for the same velocity
v„=2400 m/s. Since the only difference in the two mea-
surements concerns the density p of the target, it suffices
to make the ratio of the left-hand terms of formula (6) for
NH3 and SO2 to obtain the cross section

o""~'(SO2)=0.52o'"~'(NH3),

then, using (14),

0';=(7+3)X10 ' cm (22)

Again in this case, any error Eo p~ would be reflected in
the o,. value by the additional term + 1 lho pt in (22).

which is an estimation of how much the molecule devi-
ates from a symmetric-top shape, we obtain b=0.015,
which is very small. Therefore SO2 can be considered
here as a very-slightly-asymmetric-top molecule near the
limiting case of the prolate symmetric top, the rotational
levels of which are given by

Ejx ———,'(B+C)J(J+1)+[A——,'(B+C)]K . (21)

The series of rotational levels can then be calculated for
SO2 as simply as for NH3,' owing to the fact that the rota-
tional constants are smaller, the rotational levels of SO2
are seen to be much closer together than those of NH3.
Consequently, both J;„and

~

b,J
~

values are larger
than those obtained for NH3. This time, for SO2,
J;„=42and extremely large

~

b,J
~

transitions originat-
ing from J;„,such that

~

hJ
~

=36 to 42, are necessary
to satisfy condition (3) (see Table III). In this case, the
fraction p of the SO2 molecules efficient for ionization of
the present Rydberg atom does not exceed 7%; therefore,

TABLE II. Rotational deexcitation transitions of NH3 allowing ionization of He(14 P ):
J,K~J', K' (K',„is a value which varies with K).

p(J)
(%%uo)

K' for
J'( Jo

K' for
J') Jo

0—7 No ionizing transitions

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

0—6
0—9
0—10
0—11
0—12
0—13
0—14
0—15

7.44
4.67
2.68
1.42
0.69
0.32
0.13
0.05

0—3
0—6
0—8

0—9
0—11
0—12
0—14
0—15

0-J'
0-J'
0-J'
0-J'
0-J'
0-J'
0-J'
0-J'

K',„-J'
Kmtn~'
K',„—J'
K',„-J'
K',„-J'
K',„-J'
K',„-J'
K',„-J'

3
4
6
6
7
9

10
11

5—8
3—9
2—10
2—11
1—12
1—13
0—14
0—15
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TABLE III. Rotational deexcitation transitions of SO2 allow-

ing ionization of He(14'P): J~J'.

p(J)
(%)

TABLE IV. Rotational deexcitation transitions of acetone
(C,H~O) (in the approximation of a spherical-top molecule) al-

lowing ionization of He(14 'P): J~J'.

0—41 No ionizing transition
(%)

42
43
44
45

50

0.89
0.80
0.71
0.64

0.34

0—6
0—11
0—14
0—17

36—42
32-43
30 AA

28-45

23-50

0-45

46
47
48
49
50

1.43
1.33
1.23
1.13
1.04

0—5
0—10
0-14
0—17
0—19

41-46
37-47
3A A8

32-49
31-50

No ionizing transition

55

60

0.17

0.07

0-35 20-55

17-60

55

60

0.64

0.37

0—30

0-38

25-55

22-60

C. Data ~ith acetone (C3H60)

o'" '=(1+0.4)X10 ' cm (23)

1. Experimental ionization cross section cr';"~'

The absolute value of o';"~' in the case of C3H60 is also
derived by comparison with o';"~' for NH3, for the same
velocity v„=2400 m/s. We obtain

(3) is (i) in approximation (25), J;„=42and
~

b J
~

=41
to 42 necessary from J;„;in this case, the fraction p of
the C3H60 rnolecules efficient for ionization of the
present Rydberg atom is p =25'flo', (ii) in approximation
(26), J;„=46and

~

b,J
~

=41 to 46 necessary from J;„
(see Table IV); therefore, p = 15%%uo.

Considering the approximation of C3H60 by a spheri-
cal top is more satisfying, although not perfect; we keep
p =0.15 and

As previously, any error Amp& would be reflected in the
o,'"v' value by the additional term +1.Sharp, in (23). o, =(7+3))&10 ' cm (27)

2. Ionization cross section cr;

The molecule acetone is also an asymmetric-top mole-
cule with three different rotational constants A, B, and C,
two of them, A, and B, being nearly equal (see Table I).
We see that the difference A —B is very small (=0.05
cm ') but this time, contrary to the SO2 molecule, A and
B are not small compared with C; A and B=2C. When
we calculate the parameter b given by'

b=(A B)l[C——,'(A —+B)], (24)

which estimates how much the molecule deviates from an
oblate symmetric-top shape, we obtain b =0.7, which is
not small. The consequence of this is that the approxi-
mation of the rotational-energy levels by

As previously, any error Ao.
p~ would be reflected in the

o, value by the additional term +116,op& in (27). The re-
sults for the three molecules are summarized in Table V.

IV. CONTRIBUTION OF THE IONIZATION
BY BLACKBODY RADIATION

The choice of a target pressure P located in the linear
part of the He signal versus P guarantees that a one-
collision mechanism is responsible for ionization. How-
ever, the two-step process including / mixing or n chang-
ing during one collision with NH3,

He( 14 'P ) +NH3( J)~He( n1 ) +NH3( J'),
E,„=,'(A+B)J(J+1)-+[C——,'(A+B)]&' (25) followed by ionization by blackbody radiation,

is not very good. Another possibility consists in approxi-
mating this molecule by a spherical top in which the
three moments of inertia are exactly equal; the
rotational-energy levels are then given by

E,x =(A +B+C)J(J+1)/3 . (26)

This approximation multiplies the energy values obtained
by formula (25) by a factor 0.846; the two sets of con-
clusions which will be drawn are therefore not basically
different from each other, as we can see here: the lower
rotational level from which a transition satisfies condition

He(nl)+hvb ~He++e, (29)

A. Ionization of He( 14 'P ) by blackbody radiation

In the background signal on the ion detector (laser on,
target pressure off), there is a contribution of blackbody
radiation photoionization to the He+ signal,

are not excluded by our experimental procedure. It is
therefore necessary to estimate the fraction of He+ ions
which could be possibly produced by this two-step mech-
anism.
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TABLE V. Experimental cross sections for the collisional ionization of He(14 P) atoms (it is neces-
sary to add to the error bars noted here a contribution due to the PI cross-section uncertainty: see text,
Sec. III).

NH3
SOp

C3H60

expt

(10 ' cm)

0.9+0.4
0.5+0.2
1.0+0.4

p= g p(J)
J=J

m&n

17%

15%%uo

Jmtn

8

42
46

(10 ' cm)

5+2
7+3
7+3

He(14'P)+hv~~He++e . (30)

4~kW
(u) R QA ~4p

(33)

from which we can estimate Nb+. For this purpose, we
use the hydrogen photoionization cross sections calculat-
ed by Burgess' for n = 14 to estimate W ( W =200 s ')
and a coefficient k=0.04 deduced from comparison of
Penning ionization experimental signals with calculated
ones. The total fluorescence signal (integrated over the
whole velocity distribution in the beam) is N'=8X10
counts/s; this leads to

N&+(14 'P) =40 counts/s,

which is only 10% of the background signal, and thus
negligible.

The blackbody radiation could also induce transitions
from 14 'P towards nl levels; the calculations of Theodo-
siou' show that the decrease of the He(14'P) lifetime
due to such an interaction with blackbody radiation does
not exceed 0.4% at 300 K and is thus negligible.

B. Collisional I mixing or n changing
followed by photoionization by blackbody radiation

Looking carefully to the resonances which are neces-
sary to undergo efficient collisional n changing and I mix-

The number of He+ ions, produced per second, by photo-
ionization of He(14 'P ) is given by

N&+(u)=kW f f f n'(x, y, z;u)dx dy dz, (31)

where W= cn (v)o' h(v)dv/4 is the photoionization
o P Ph

rate by blackbody radiation, "
n (v)=Slav /c [exp(hv/kT) 1]—

is the blackbody radiation density at temperature T,
morph

is the photoionization cross section of He(14'P), k is the
He+ detection efficiency of our experimental system, V&

is the interaction volume, and n'(x, y, z;u) is the
He(14'P) density. The fluorescence signal per second is
given by'

RQA &4p-&sN'(u)= f f f n'(x, y, z;v)dx dy dz .

(32)

The ratio of (31) and (32) provides

Ng *(u)= f f f n'*(x,y, z;v)dx dy dz,
+nl 3

(36)

which is one of their quenching processes:
N' (v) &NI (u). Consequently, and using formulas (32)
and (34), we find

N&+(u) 4n.kWpp(J)o (u)u~„i

N'(v) R QA &4a-&s
(37)

Inserting the largest n-changing cross section
(o =4X10 ' cm for the n-changing process
14 'P ~ 16 'D, F,G, . . . ) and the experimental data inside

ing for NH3, [see reaction (28)], with a large cross section
induced by electron-dipole interaction, we find only one
channel where the energy excess

~

hE
~

is reasonably
small: 14'P~16'D, F,G, . . . with

~

hE
~

=2.0 cm
For that purpose, the He energy-level quantum defects
given in Ref. 14 are used. Using the analytical formulas
of Petitjean and Gounand' to estimate the relevant cross
section, we find that 0."=4&(10 ' cm . Another chan-
nel, 14'P~18'D, F,G, . . . with

~

b,E
~

=6.4 cm
leads to o"=4)&10 ' cm, i.e., one order of magnitude
smaller.

The number of He(nl) atoms produced per second in
such a process is given by

N"( )u=pp(J) o(u)u f f f n "(x,y, z;u)dx dy dz,
I

(34)

where p (J) is the fraction of NH3 molecules having the
suitable rotational quantum number J. The number of
He' ions produced per second in the photoionization
process (29) is thus

N~+(u)=kW„, f f f„n"(x,y, z;u)dx dy dz, (35)
3

where W„& is the He(nl) photoionization rate which can
be taken' such that W„I & W(with W=200s '). The in-
tegral over V&, the volume in which the He(nl) atoms
survive, represents the number of He(nl) atoms inside
this volume: it can be estimated by considering that, in
our experimental conditions of cw excitation, a stationary
state is established and the numbers of He(nl) atoms pro-
duced and quenched per second are thus equal. An
overestimation of this integral is therefore given thanks
to the fluorescence signal from He(nl) (number of fluores-
cence photons emitted per second),
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(37), we obtain (with an averaged value r«= 15 ps for r„&,
n1= 16 'D, F,G, . . . )

&„+(16'D, F,G, . . . ) & 160 countsls .

This signal is less than 5% of our He+ signal, and conse-
quently is negligible. It is, in fact, even smaller as the
analytical n-changing cross sections o", based on the im-
pulse approximation, are expected to overestimate the
process by one-half or one order of magnitude. '

In the case of SO2, the expected contribution of black-
body radiation is still smaller; this is due to the fact that
the rotational constant B is very small (see Table I) and
the rotational levels which would be involved in
quasiresonant dipole-allowed n changing leading to large
cross sections are not populated at 300 K.

In the case of NHz, inversion of the molecule could
provide an energy of 0.7 cm ', and thus induce l mixing
on the n =14 level. We have verified that this process is
negligible by doing the same measurement on ND& for
which the inversion energy is too small (0.05 cm ') to
induce such l mixing: we have observed for ND& a signal
of the same order of magnitude as for NH&. Let us note
that Kellert et al. ' have not observed the NH& inversion
either.

In conclusion, the He+ signal measured in the present
experiment is mainly due to direct collisional ionization
of He(14 'P) atoms.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The experimental ionization cross sections o';" '

(relevant to the total target gas density) obtained present-
ly are in the 0.5 —1&(10 ' cm range (see Table V). We
observe that, even though C&H60 has a stronger dipole
than NH& and SO2 (about a factor of 2), its cross section
is not larger than the NH& one. The surprising fact
comes from the SO2 and C&H60 molecules where ex-
tremely large rotational transitions (several tenths) are
necessary to explain the signal.

The o';"~' value given by Kellert et al. ' for the lowest
level (n =25) studied in Xe(nf)+NH~ collisions is close
to 3&(10 ' cm, i.e., a factor of 30 larger than the
present one. The difference can be explained by the fact
that only 176 cm ' are necessary to ionize n =25; in the
dipole-allowed

~

bJ
~

=1, bE =0 rotational deexcitation
of NH~, which leads to a large cross section, such an
amount of energy is provided by the J & 10 fraction of the
rotational distribution fI of NH& at 300 K [see formula
(16)]: this represents 5.4% of the total density of the tar-
get gas. In our case, a negligible fraction ( & 10 '

) offj
could participate in ionization of He(14 P). In the hy-
pothesis of large

~

b,J
~

transitions, in Ref. 16 the J &4
fraction would be efficient for ionization of Xe(25f): this
represents 74% of the total density instead of 17% in our
case; furthermore, for Xe(25f), the necessary transitions
would not exceed

~

b J
~

=4.
Two other experiments concern collisional ionization

of Rydberg states which are not well defined because they
are produced by electron bombardment, and a complete
distribution from n =10 or 20 to about 80 exists in the

projectile beam. The first one is that of Hotop and
Niehaus, ' who studied He*+ NHz and SO2, they ob-
tained (1.5+0.4) and (1.1+0.5)X 10 ' cm respective-
ly, which are larger than ours by a factor of 17 and 22, re-
spectively. The second one is that of Shepard and Koch-
er, ' who give for Li*+NH& collisions an ionization cross
section equal to (1+0.3)X 10 ' cm, two orders of mag-
nitude larger than ours. In both experiments, the cross
sections are quite large, which is not surprising due to the
large-n distribution; so many high-n values can contrib-
ute to the signal thanks to rotational-energy transfers due
to the simplest

~

b J
~

=1, b,K =0 dipole-allowed transi-
tions which are sufficiently energetic; in this case, the
free-electron model is verified for certain.

We also carried out this experiment on molecules
which present different characteristic values, such as very
small or absence of dipole moment: CO, NO, 02, and
(1,3) butadiene (C~Hs) (see Table I). No measurable He+
ion signal could be observed, which shows the prepon-
derant role of the molecular dipole in this ionization pro-
cess.

An experiment of collisional ionization of a mixture of
Rydberg Ne' atoms (17&n &40) by several nonpolar
molecules, including (1,3) butadiene (C4Hs), was carried
out by Uematsu et al. ' They measured cross sections
close to 10 ' -10 ' cm, and attributed the ionization
process to vibrational energy transfer from the molecule
to the Rydberg electron provided the molecule had at
least one low-frequency ir-active vibrational mode. In
the present experiment, no signal was observed. The
main difference between these two experimental setups is
that in Ref. 19, no selective excitation of Ne* Rydberg
states was performed. A complete distribution of n
(17 & n &40) with a maximum around n =28 exists in the
beam, which leads to the following range for the ioniza-
tion energy

~
E„I ~: 70 &

~
E„I

~

& 380 cm ' with a max-
imum at 140 cm ', i.e., exactly in the thermal energy
range (300 K =200 cm '). Unlike the rotational level
population, which exhibits a maximum, the vibrational
level population shows a purely exponential decrease,

f~ exp( —w, V Ik——T) 1+ g exp( —w, V/kT)
V=1

(38)

The molecule (1,3) butadiene, in fact, features many such
modes, the populations of which are quite large as shown
on Table VI. It is therefore possible that vibrational re-
laxation of the molecule is an efficient process for ioniza-
tion of the highest-n range of the Rydberg distribution in
the experiment described in Ref. 19. In our experiment,

~
E„&

~

reaches 558.8 cm ' and the lowest modes popu-
lated at 300 K do not produce sufficient energy. We did,
in fact, calculate the populations of the lowest vibrational
levels for NH&, SO&, C&H60, and C~H6 by formula (38).
Postulating vibrational transitions of any quanta (without
considering any selection rule such as

~

b, V
~

=1), we see
on Table VI that no vibrational level of NH& and SO2 is
sufficiently populated to ionize He(14 'P); in the case of
acetone (C&H60), a two-quanta relaxation in the 391
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TABLE VI. Vibrational modes (Ref. 22) (only the lowest ones are noted) and population of the vi-

brational levels 1-4. The asterisk indicates that a V~ V=O vibrational transition could ionize the
He(14 'P ) 1evel (in the hypothesis of

~
5 V

~
& 1).

Mode w,
(cm ')

p( V=1}
(%)

p(V=2)
(%)

p(V=3)
(%)

p( V=4)
(%)

NHg

SO2

C3H60

C4H6

932.5
968.3

517.6
1151.3

391
530
787

163
301
513
520
686
890
907.8
911
967
987

7.1

0.3'

12.3
6.7
2

24.7
17.3
7.2
7.2
3.2
1.1*
1.1

0.8*
0.8*

0.5*

8Q

0.5'

11

0.6*
0.6'

4.9
0.9

2.2'

cm ' mode (V=2 has a 1.8% population) and a one-
quanta relaxation in the 787 cm ' mode ( V =1 has a 2%
population) are possible, but concerrr only 4% of the mol-
ecule density. By comparison with (1,3) butadiene
(C4H6), where 14.7% of the molecule density could be in-
volved in ionizing transitions of any quanta, we can see
that the contribution of such transitions is still less prob-
able for acetone. The fact that no signal due to vibration-
al relaxation could be detected with (1,3) butadiene leads
us to conclude that this process cannot be efficient a for-
tiori for acetone.

A comparison can also be made with the very recent
calculations of Shirai and Nakamura for the Xe*+HC1
system in the 20(n & 100 range. These authors used the
Glauber approximation instead of the dipole-Born for the
e-M interaction in the frame of the free-electron model
and have thus shown that large-

~

b J
~

rotational transi-
tions (

~

hJ
~

=1 to 4) contribute to ionization in a non-
negligible manner for the lowest levels, this contribution
increasing when n decreases. Since HC1, although dia-
tomic, has a dipole moment and a rotational constant of
the same order of magnitude as those of NH3 (for HCl,
D =1.1 D and 8=10.4 cm ') it is instructive to com-
pare these two molecules; these authors have made a
summation with respect to

~

hJ
~

and an average over
the rotational distribution fJ for these molecules at 300
K of the o;(J,J—

~
b.J

~
) cross sections; the comparison

must therefore be made with the experimental ionization
cross section o';" '. For n =20, they obtain 5.7)&10
em, which is very close to the present result. It would be
very interesting to make the same calculation for NH3
and for levels still lower than 20.

To come back to the conditions of applicability of the
impulse approximation, the basis of the free-electron

model, the absolute values of the ionization cross sections
give an estimation of the interaction ranges and help us
to conclude on the inequalities

re M g(t~v~ (39a)

(39b)

Without preconceiving the interaction mainly responsible
for the ionization experimentally observed (among the
electron-molecule or core-molecule interactions), an or-
der of magnitude of both interaction distances is given by
(cr, /rr)', where cr, is the cross section measured in the
present experiment; let us choose that for NH3 [see for-
mula (17)]. We then obtain

re-~ r
A +-M 24ao

It becomes

re-M 0.02t„v„which is g( t„v„

or

e-M 0.02t„which is &( t„

(40a)

t + =0.6 to 2.8t„which is not((t„.
A +-M

We observe that the inequality (40b) is not satisfied in
the present experimental case of low-Rydberg-state atoms
and thermal velocity. In the same range of thermal ve-

and for the two limits of our thermal velocity range, 5 to
25 )& 10 a.u. ,

r + =0.6 to 2.8t„v, which is not&&t„v,
A +-M

(40b)
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locities, only Rydberg states such that

n )41 (41)

lead to t„+ &0. 1t„, with a factor 0.1 inserted in order
to correctly satisfy the inequality (39b) [with a factor 0.2
instead of 0.1 inserted in order to satisfy less strictly the
inequality (39b), (41) becomes n & 33].

On the other hand, for such low Rydberg levels
(n =14), higher velocities than those presently observed
are needed; they are

v„&3X10cm/s (42)

to have t + (O. lt„[less strictly, with a factor 0.2 in-

stead of 0.1, (42) becomes v„& l. 5 X 10 cm/s].
In conclusion, we believe that a satisfying description

of the ionizing collision of Rydberg states as low as those
presently studied would include, in a first step, a com-
plete consideration of the electron-molecule interaction
with possible

~

EJ
~

& 1 rotational transitions of the mol-
ecule, since the dipole-Born approximation proves not to
be suitable to explain ionization in the present case of

molecules with relatively strong dipoles; and in a second
step, the core-molecule interaction, since here light Ryd-
berg atoms are involved, which could better explain the
velocity dependence of the cross section. However, it
must be said to the credit of the free-electron model that
this model and the relevant analytical cross-sections for-
mula are extremely easy to use and provide, without a
computer, an order of magnitude for processes at thermal
energies involving Rydberg states, but only in the range
n ) 35 or 40. These limits are strengthened by our obser-
vations on collisional ionization of He(14'P) by electron
attaching molecules, details of which will be given in a
forthcoming paper. '
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